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            Abstract
Remote sensing enables the quantification of tropical deforestation with high spatial resolution1,2. This in-depth mapping has led to substantial advances in the analysis of continent-wide fragmentation of tropical forests1,2,3,4. Here we identified approximately 130 million forest fragments in three continents that show surprisingly similar power-law size and perimeter distributions as well as fractal dimensions. Power-law distributions5,6,7 have been observed in many natural phenomena8,9 such as wildfires, landslides and earthquakes. The principles of percolation theory7,10,11 provide one explanation for the observed patterns, and suggest that forest fragmentation is close to the critical point of percolation; simulation modelling also supports this hypothesis. The observed patterns emerge not only from random deforestation, which can be described by percolation theory10,11, but also from a wide range of deforestation and forest-recovery regimes. Our models predict that additional forest loss will result in a large increase in the total number of forest fragments—at maximum by a factor of 33 over 50 years—as well as a decrease in their size, and that these consequences could be partly mitigated by reforestation and forest protection.
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                    Figure 1: Continental-scale fragment size distribution of tropical and subtropical forests.[image: ]


Figure 2: Dynamics of tropical forest fragmentation in the Americas.[image: ]


Figure 3: Percolation theory applied to the observed forest fragmentation.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Continental-scale fragment perimeter distribution of tropical and subtropical forest.
a–c, Observed fragment perimeter distributions (orange dots; fragment perimeters >1,000 m) for the Americas (a, n = 55.5 million fragments), Africa (b, n = 44.8 million fragments) and Asia–Australia (c, n = 30.5 million fragments); solid black lines show the fitted power laws with exponent κ. Forest fragments were estimated from Hansen’s forest cover map2 (see Methods for details).


Extended Data Figure 2 Illustration of the concept of classical percolation theory.
a, A landscape occupied by 90% randomly and independently distributed forest cells (green, p = 0.9) is dominated by one large cluster. b, For values of p larger than the percolation threshold (p = 0.6 > 0.59) there exists a continuous path from two opposite-side borders (yellow path within the spanning cluster). c, Below the percolation threshold (here, p = 0.55 < 0.59) larger clusters emerge but no spanning cluster can be detected. d, A landscape occupied by 20% forest shows small unconnected clusters. Landscape size is 20 × 20 cells.


Extended Data Figure 3 Dynamics of tropical forest fragmentation in the Americas (FRAG model).
a, Spatial patterns of fragments for different snapshots in time, and b, fragment size distributions (green bars indicate values from the FRAG model, solid black line indicates observation from remote sensing; fragment sizes ≥ 0.1 ha). The critical phase at which the spanning fragment disappears is indicated as ‘critical’. For each phase, a map of a selected subarea of 900 ha is shown (from the FRAG model, cleared sites are white and colours indicate fragment size; see Methods for details). See also Supplementary Video 1.


Extended Data Figure 4 Dynamics of fragmentation scenarios projected until 2050.
Dynamics of deforestation rate (percentage per year related to landscape size), forest cover (%), number of fragments and mean fragment size (in ha) in America projected until 2050 using the FRAG model. a, Scenario S1 assumes constant deforestation without reforestation. b, Scenario S2 considers added reforestation. c, Scenario S3 assumes that deforestation decreases yearly. d, Scenario S4 considers a stronger yearly reduction in deforestation, leading to a turning point with net reforestation. See Methods for details. e, Comparison of observed (Table 1) and projected fragment numbers (rounded) and mean fragment size.


Extended Data Figure 5 Dynamics of tropical forest fragmentation in the Americas (FRAG-B model).
a, Spatial patterns of fragments for different snapshots in time, and b, fragment size distributions (green bars indicate values from the FRAG-B model, dborder = 0.995; solid black line denotes observation from remote sensing; fragment sizes ≥ 0.1 ha). The critical phase at which the spanning fragment disappears is indicated as ‘critical’. For each phase, a map of a selected subarea of 900 ha is shown (from the FRAG-B model, cleared sites are white and colours indicate fragment size; see Methods for details). See also Supplementary Video 2.


Extended Data Figure 6 The effect of border deforestation on fragmentation dynamics.
a, Critical points and b, fitted power-law exponents of fragment sizes for different probabilities (dborder) of deforestation restricted to the border of forest fragments (FRAG-B model for landscape size of Cmax = 106 cells). Each point in b represents one power-law fit based on n = 29,788 (dborder = 0) to n = 1,278 (dborder = 1.0) fragments (see Methods for detailed values). Calculated R2 values of fits are approximately 1 for the entire range of dborder probabilities (see Methods).


Extended Data Figure 7 Power-law exponents fitted to simulated fragment size distributions.
a, For different landscape sizes, with Cmax based on the FRAG model. b, Comparison between random (FRAG model) and border deforestation (FRAG-B model, dborder = 0.5 and dborder = 0.9). In b, the landscape size was Cmax = 1010 cells. In both a and b we show only results for fits with correlation coefficients R2 of ≥0.9. The grey horizontal line shows the exponent predicted by percolation theory.


Extended Data Figure 8 Dynamics of fragment numbers comparing implicit and explicit modelling of reforestation.
a, We assume a gross deforestation rate of d = 0.51% per year and a reforestation rate of r = 0.14% per year for the Americas1 (with random and independent selection of sites for deforestation and reforestation, blue dots). This model version is equivalent to the original FRAG model assuming a net deforestation rate of dnet = 0.37% per year (green line). b, The same scenario (green line as in a), but now explicit reforestation occurs exclusively at the border of forest fragments (blue dots).


Extended Data Figure 9 Scaling of fragmentation dynamics.
Dynamics of forest fragment numbers (normalized by landscape size Cmax) in America using a, the FRAG model and b, the FRAG-B model (dborder = 0.5) for different landscape sizes. The pattern is independent of landscape size.


Extended Data Figure 10 Dynamics of the number of forest fragments, without (FRAG model) and with (FRAG-P model) consideration of protected forest areas.
Simulations with the FRAG-P model account for 10% (fprotected = 0.1, orange) and 50% (fprotected = 0.5, blue) of the landscape area to be protected while the remaining forest area is prone to deforestation (FRAG model). Forest areas affected by deforestation in both models were simulated using a deforestation rate of d = 0.51% per year in the Americas1.





Supplementary information
Life Sciences Reporting Summary (PDF 74 kb)

Video on the dynamics of forest fragmentation in America using FRAG.
Fragment size distributions (green bars: FRAG, line: observation from remote sensing) and the spatial patterns of fragments on a map of a selected sub-area of 900 ha is shown (FRAG, cleared sites are white and colours indicate fragment size, see Methods for details). For graphical purposes only, fragments < 10 ha are also shown. (MPG 4739 kb)


Video on the dynamics of forest fragmentation in America using FRAG-B.
Fragment size distributions (green bars: FRAG-B with dborder = 0.995, line: observation from remote sensing) and the spatial patterns of fragments on a map of a selected sub-area of 900 ha is shown (FRAG-B, cleared sites are white and colours indicate fragment size, see Methods for details). For graphical purposes only, fragments < 10 ha are also shown. (MPG 2238 kb)
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        Editorial Summary
Forest fragmentation patterns
Agriculture, logging and urban growth have caused unprecedented losses of tropical forest in the past few decades. Franziska Taubert and colleagues examine patterns of tropical forest fragmentation using high-resolution satellite data. They identify 130 million forest fragments across three continental regions, which each have size frequency distributions that are similar, being described by power laws with almost identical exponents. The principles of percolation theory provide one explanation for the observed patterns, and suggest that forest fragmentation is close to a critical threshold, beyond which fragmentation can be expected to accelerate strongly. Numerical modelling supports this hypothesis, suggesting that additional forest loss will strongly increase the total number of forest fragments over the next 50 years. However, the simulations also suggest that reforestation and reductions in deforestation can mitigate this projected increase in fragmentation.
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